
Flat Rabbit Software™

PRODUCT SUMMARY

All products are for Windows 3.1 or later

Baseball Scout - V1.0

Baseball Scout allows a baseball/softball team manager to scout all the players in a draft (rate them on 
their fundamental skills) and keep track of which players have been drafted as the draft proceeds. 
Baseball Scout ranks the players in the draft based upon their fundamental skill ratings or on a composite 
skill rating for a particular playing position; in other words, Baseball Scout tells the team manager who the
next best pick is depending on desired position, utility, or skill. Baseball Scout handles up to 500 players.

BOXEM - V1.0

BOXEM is a children's game of logic based on "squares" or "pen-the-pig". A grid is displayed and each 
player connects the grid points with a line; closing a square scores a point. To make the game more 
enjoyable for children, sound board (or PC speaker) sounds are played for every player move and player 
score. Additionally, when a square is filled, a portion of an underlying color    picture is displayed. When 
the game is over, the entire picture is displayed with a special sound clip and description. BOXEM comes 
with 21 different pictures/sounds; 7 animals, 7 space, and 7 transportation. BOXEM is recommended for 
ages 5 and above.

MATCHEM - V1.0

MATCHEM is a children's see-and-speak game. Six animal pictures are displayed, the child hears a 
particular animal sound and is asked to select (with the mouse) which picture goes with the sound. 
MATCHEM is excellent for teaching young children mouse skills while providing fun pictures and sounds. 
MATCHEM comes with over 36 pictures and sounds. MATCHEM is recommended for ages 3 to 6.

Products Coming Before Jan 1995

Golf Handicapper - V1.0

Golf Handicapper keeps track of scores for any number of people playing on any number courses. 
Handicaps are managed for one or more players for each course or groups of courses. Handicap 
information can be printed out in either text or graph format based on total handicap or other areas such 
as putting, greens hit in regulation, fairways hit, and sand saves.

Sports Card Collector - V1.0

Sports Card Collector helps you keep track of all your Baseball, Football, Hockey, etc. player cards. 
Sports Card Collector can tell you which cards you are missing from a set, what your most valuable cards 
are, the value of your entire collection or the value of any single card. Sports Card Collector lets you 
manage the prices for your cards and prints collection summaries.




